
TIME TRAVELERS WIFE ANALYSIS

The Meadow in South HavenThe meadow near the Abshire family home represents the cradle of Clare's relationship
with Henry. The title "The Time Traveler's Wife" suggests that Clare is the main character in the story. The concluding
epigraph from Homer's Odyssey in Book 3 sums up.

The first time they met, she was six and he was thirty. Niffenegger goes on to exploit the possibilities of her
fantasy scenario with immense skill: no wonder this first novel has spent weeks on the bestseller lists in the
US. And she certainly weaves her plot well. Life has begun to get better and brighter. Henry may sometimes
find himself at war with the laws of space and time, but at heart he has a "fanatical dedication to living like a
normal person". To follow the plot of the film, a viewer observes further events development from the prism
of fatality. Their life has acquired balance and harmony. There a viewer can observe the stage of commitment
and co-creation. Actors Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston started a bidding war among potential publishers by
securing the film rights to the novel for their production company, Plan B, in , before the book was published.
Social Psychology Sixth Edition. This stage is determined by affection and care for each other, both talking
about the both partners and about the relationships with children. When Clare first makes love with Henry she
is 18, but he has travelled back in time, and in his present he is 41, has been married to her for years, and is
finding their relationship going through a bad patch. At this stage of relationships, the interdependence theory
can be considered as an appropriate one in analyzing the position of Clare. This event essentially changes the
quality of life of the both. This time around, I could see the flaws in the story but yet my affection for it
remains undiminished. But despite the way that I felt sucked through the novel, the book's limitations
eventually begin to grate. However, stability stage in the development of Henry-Clare relationships proceeds.
Although at first you might think Niffenegger wanted to disturb the quiet tone of American domestic life with
her madcap scenarios, gradually you realise this is a wholly reassuring narrative. However, not long after,
Henry makes use of his ability to travel in time and wins a lottery. Although his time travelling often exposes
Henry to danger and embarrassment, it also serves to smooth out the rawness of lived experience.


